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The interview 
Why and since when are you involved in standardization? 

danumed was founded in 2017, so it is a very young company. I myself have been involved in 

standardisation at DIN since early 2019. Because for us, it is important that small and young 

companies are given a voice on the committees, alongside the large and established companies. 

 

In which standardization committees are you represented? 

In the DIN standards committee "Catheters and Drainages" and since the beginning of 2020 I have 

also been working for CEN in the Technical Committee TC 205 in Working Group 16 for catheters. 

 

Which standardization topics have come to the fore for your company during the corona crisis? 

Essentially, the corona crisis had little influence on our work. However, we had to learn from 

experience that corona slowed down our business development because our customers were unable 

to present our products at the end customers. 

 

How has the Corona pandemic influenced your personal committee work? 

The committee meetings took place online, which worked well. Of course, personal meetings and 

personal exchanges are missing. But the fact that we are currently not travelling also has advantages: 

We save time. 

 

What is particularly important to you in standardization work? 

We work in medical technology in a highly regulated industry. Which is also important, because we 

develop and produce products that are used directly on patients. Through the standards we adopt,

we guarantee essential minimum standards and ensure quality and safety - after all, human lives are 

at stake. 

 

Have you been able to set up standards? 

For ISO 20695, which is the standard for enteral feeding systems, I have made comments which have 

been accepted. In Germany, the standard will be published in October 2020. 

 

What are the advantages for your company and your products on the market? 

Our company has no specific advantages from the standardization work. But in general, the higher 

requirements apply to the entire industry, which ensures high-quality products and better patient 

safety. 

 

Which network events do you participate in - what do you miss at DIN? 

I regularly attend the committee meetings. But so far, I haven't had a chance to attend networking 

events - there simply weren't any - but this will certainly change next year. What do I miss at DIN? 

Because you are never too young for advanced standards: danumed has been 

working with commitment and expertise for maximum patient safety in 

enteral nutrition.

 

 
"We hope that many more companies of our generation 
will join DIN and will become acquainted 
with major advantages in standardization."

I would like to see more young companies and of course more young women working on the 

committees. 

 

What advice do you have for companies that want to become active in standardization? 

Be courageous and simply join in. It is important that we strengthen the high European standards. 

We should not leave too much room for American stakeholders. Large US companies sometimes 

send their people to DIN and ISO committees and influence votes in their favour. 

 

What are the future issues facing your industry? How can standards help? 

One of the most important issues is and will always be patient safety. The development of standard 

80369-3, which defines the design characteristics for connectors in enteral nutrition, shows how 

standardization can help in this respect. The so-called ENFit connector is the new standard in enteral 

nutrition and avoids incorrect connections with other systems, e.g. with intravenous systems, which 

in the worst case can lead to the death of the patient. The development of the 80369-3 standard and 

the ENFit connector protects patients from unintentional misconnections in the hectic daily routine 

of hospitals. 
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Company size: One Location in Regensburg

Sector: Medical technology

Number of employees: 7

Internationally operating: Focus in Europe, as well as South America and Middle East


